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Interested in the iPad Pro? Then
you’ve got to watch a fascinating
12-minute video. youtu.be/
wpMnRgSKwNs.
Interested in iOS 11? Then
you’ve got to watch a fascinating
27-minute video. youtu.be/
Yy1JEyxRzIc. You’ll probably get
iOS 11 within 2 weeks if you
watch the video.

MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

iPad Pro and iOS 11 Issue

Apple has just produced a series
of short video on taking better
photos. See https://
w w w. a p p l e . c o m / i p h o n e /
photography-how-to/.
If you want to know more about
a new virus which has been
described as a nuclear bomb
compared to the WannaCry
virus, read A Cyberattack “the
World isn’t Ready For in the New
York Times tinyurl.com/yd9sfzvd.
AT TIMES IMAGES MAY BE A BIT
F U Z Z Y. T H AT ’ S N O R M A L LY
BECAUSE ORIGINAL IMAGES
WERE FUZZY. IF YOU NEED TO
READ THEM, PLEASE GO TO THE
ORIGINAL ARTICLE.

MLMUG ON VACATION!
No meeting this month.
Enjoy a vacation, but try to
keep current on
technology.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.

New Users SIG

9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:

You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.

Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list.
Compose your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list.
Posting to this list is restricted to
MLMUG members. Contact Bob
Barton if you are a member and
you are not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette.
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of
Service. The MLMUG list may be
used to post Apple/Macintoshrelated items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through
the list is forbidden without the
written consent of a MLMUG
oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.

Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file
system, etc., and the main Mac
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C,
and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The

11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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Membership Information

Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35
for families. Memberships are based on your
anniversary date, which is the month you joined.
You will be e-mailed reminders when membership
fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• We b S i t e w i t h 2 - 3 y e a r s o f M L M U G
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Bookmarks
By Mark Bazrod
iPad Pro and iOS 11
Like many of you, I watched the 2-plus hour
keynote of Apple’s Worldwide Developer
Conference (WWDC) on June 5th. I think it was probably the best
keynote I've seen in years, both in terms of products introduced
and the indication it provided of Apple’s future direction. If you
haven’t watched it, I wholeheartedly recommend that you take the
time to do so. It’s on the Apple site at www.apple.com/appleevents/june-2017/.

Look at the new functionality of the new iPad, although I’m not
totally sure which improvements are from iOS 11. Of course, by
this fall, when iOS 11 will be available, that will not matter. There’s
a more powerful six-core A10X Fusion processor, a minimum
64GB memory, all-new Dock, improved multitasking, Retina
display, larger display than the 9.7 inch, 120Hz refresh rate when
needed, brighter display, new antireflective coating, new APFS file
system, same camera as the iPhone 7, and keyboard shortcuts.
The iPad is beginning to feel like a full-fledged Mac laptop.

I felt at the conclusion of the keynote that I should go out and buy
the new iMac, the new 10.5 inch iPad Pro, and the new iPhone
whenever it is available. Once I tamped down my emotions (it was
that kind of presentation), I decided that I “just” should buy the
iPad Pro, the Apple Smart Keyboard or the Logitech Create
Keyboard, and perhaps the Apple Pencil. I probably don’t need the
iPad Pro; I have the iPad Air 2, but if there ever was a case of want
overtaking need, this was it. But I’ve rationalized that decision by
saying that although I don’t absolutely need the Pro, it certainly will
be a lot easier and more convenient to use the Pro.

This Newsletter includes four articles on the iPad Pro and iOS 11
on pages 6-19 and 33-34. Please read them. I also highly
recommend that you watch the 12 minute video on the iPad Pro,
youtu.be/wpMnRgSKwNs, and the 27 minute video on iOS 11,
youtu.be/Yy1JEyxRzIc.

And if there was ever any doubt, the functionality in iOS 11 makes
a purchase a no-brainer, even if all or most of that functionality will
be usable in the iPad Air 2. Plus the new full-size and the Smart
Keyboard is a game changer, clearly transforming the Pro from a
consumer machine to a production machine. The keyboard has a
number of additional keys, Control, Option, Command, Tab, Shift,
Caps Lock and more. In addition, it has numerical keys so there’s
no need to shift back and forth between alphabetical and
numerical keyboards. Unfortunately, the on-screen keyboard
hasn’t changed.

They say that a picture is worth a thousand words. These videos
prove that point. You’ll enjoy the videos and have a much better
understanding of the iPad Pro and iOS 11.

5
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Dieter Bohn posted the following article to verge.com on June 12,
2017. tinyurl.com/y7hv8oeq. © Vox Media, Inc. He is the Executive
Editor for The Verge and one of the founding editors. He has
appeared on MSNBC, CNN, and NPR.
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There’s one more diﬀerence, though, and it’s the biggest and most
important one: the price. The iPad Pro starts at $649 for a 64GB
model, and it can be priced all the way up to $1079.00 for 512GB
of storage and LTE. Oh, and the Apple Pencil is $99 and Apple’s
Smart Keyboard is $159, though there are cheaper third-party
keyboards available.

iPad Pro 10.5 Review: Overkill

Apple extends its tablet lead, but iOS 11 might end up being a
bigger deal.

Compare that with the regular iPad, which starts at $329 and is
perfectly good at what most people do with iPads: read, watch
some movies, check email, browse the web, play some games,
and so on.

By Dieter Bohn
A little more than a year after Apple released the 9.7-inch iPad Pro,
it’s replacing it with a new model, the iPad Pro 10.5. In that year,
guess how many companies came within a million miles of
matching the speed, power, convenience, and app selection of the
old iPad Pro. Can you guess?

Add it all up and it’s not just laptop territory, it’s premium, top-ofthe-line laptop territory. And If you’re looking at the larger, 12.9inch iPad Pro (which is getting all the new features in this iPad
Pro), add even more money to the pile.

The answer is zero.

I think that most people need to go through a careful calculus of
value before deciding to buy an iPad that costs this much, and I
think the end of that equation should either be “the iPad Pro can
be my main computer” or “I have plenty of money to spend on a
nice thing.” There are some important variables in that equation,
but before that I want to explain why this iPad Pro is such a nice
thing.

And yet, despite the fact that the meaningful tablet market has
dwindled down to some Window 10 devices and the iPad – and
despite the fact that the iPad itself has seen slowing sales – the
company’s engineers are still moving full speed ahead and putting
the most advanced technical hardware features it can come up
with into this device. Apple is basically showing oﬀ at this point.
Except for one thing: this iPad wasn’t built for today. It was
designed to work with a new version of iOS coming later this fall
that will change how people interact with and use this device. So
for now, the iPad Pro is a hot rod sitting at the starting line,
gunning its engines, waiting for permission to hit the gas. And very
few other companies are even in the race.
Apple has definitively made clear what the diﬀerences are between
a regular iPad and an iPad Pro. Those diﬀerences include a
murderer’s row of specs that don’t seem very necessary for what
most people do with iPads. Here is what makes an iPad Pro,
Pro: a bigger, better screen; a faster, more powerful processor;
better cameras; support for the Apple Pencil; a keyboard
connection port; and more speakers. [Editor bolding]
6
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The iPad Pro 10.5 is a slightly larger version of the standard sized
iPad you’ve seen from Apple for many years now, which means
many older accessories won’t fit. That extra size comes from —
surprise — the larger 10.5-inch screen, but Apple reduced the
bezels around the edge of the screen a bit so the overall size
diﬀerence isn’t really all that noticeable. It weighs about a pound
and is less than a quarter of an inch thin. Even though it’s a “Pro,”
it very much feels like any other iPad you’ve used.
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keyboards and accessories. Then I started typing on the on-screen
keyboard and on the new hardware Smart Keyboard. Even though
I’m dubious about Apple’s claim that the software keyboard is “full
size,” I find the slight size increase makes touch typing much
easier. It’s still a little cramped, but it’s much easier to bounce
between this and a real keyboard now.
The usual things you expect from Pro iPad screens are all here:
high-resolution display, True Tone for matching the screen’s color
to the ambient light in the room, a wide color gamut, a fullylaminated LCD so the pixels feel like they’re right on the glass,
fingerprint resistance, and a coating to make it slightly less
reflective in the sun.
If that was all Apple had done, I’d be sitting here telling you that
this is an incredible display and also telling you not to worry that
the slightly-higher 2224 x 1668 resolution means some older apps
will have to upscale a tiny bit. I’d probably also mention that Apple
has increased the max brightness to a very high 600 nits. But of
course, that’s not all Apple has done.
The new feature that matters on this display is that it’s capable of a
refresh rate of 120Hz, which is twice what most mobile devices are
capable of. That sentence is as nerdy as it sounds, but stay with
me for a second on this one. The refresh rate is how quickly the
pixels on the screen get redrawn when you scroll or when
something moves on a screen. 120Hz means that when you scroll,
there’s less lag when the pixels move.
Reducing lag is important because the obvious goal for any tablet
screen is to make the stuﬀ that appears on screen sort of feel like
actual physical things you’ve moving around. This refresh rate
takes us a surprisingly large step in that direction. It also means
that the latency when you draw with the Apple Pencil is also
reduced to 20 milliseconds — so it too feels closer to physically
drawing on paper.
There are other practical benefits. Because this is Apple, it’s given
a name to this feature: ProMotion. And ProMotion does more than
just ratchet up the refresh rate, it also ratchets it down. So if you’re

I was all set to complain that increasing the size from 9.7 to 10.5
was not a big enough jump to justify requiring people to buy new
7
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watching a movie, the screen refresh rate will lower and optimize
to the video’s frame rate. If you’re just looking at some static text
on an ebook, the iPad will slow the refresh rate down even further
to save battery life. Apple says that the tablet has a dedicated chip
(sort of like the chip that’s used to process camera images) that
looks at what’s going on on your screen and adjust the refresh rate
accordingly.
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megapixel sensor with optical image stabilization. It takes very
good photos. It still has four loud speakers. It has the latest
generation TouchID sensor for unlocking the iPad quickly.
The most pertinent spec after the screen is the battery life, and I
can report that it’s very good. I have been getting 8 and 9 hours of
multipurpose use on the regular, very close to Apple’s claimed 10
hours of web surfing.

If Apple had done nothing to the iPad screen in the past year, I
don't think anybody would have complained. Will you actually
notice all this stuﬀ? Yes, but honestly only if you’re looking for it.
More likely is that your experience will be like mine for the past
week. Using the iPad Pro 10.5 just feels subtly, almost invisibly
better. Is it really necessary? Probably not, but Apple decided it
could make the screen incredible and so it did. The iPad Pro is
very much a spare-no-expense device.

Those are all the hardware and price variables in the value
equation, but the last thing to consider is the software running on
the iPad. It turns out that it's the same-old story today, but will be
a much more interesting story later this fall.
So for today, the iPad Pro runs the same iOS 10 we've been using
since last September, and there’s not a whole lot new to say about
it. It’s fast, easy to understand, and the ability to split screen apps
is convenient, though not as powerful as a full windowing system.
The real thing to know is that you’re going to be able to do a lot
more later this year when the just-announced iOS 11 is released.

The rest of the superlatives about the iPad Pro’s hardware are
almost not worth mentioning. Even though they’re improvements
over the last iPad, it’s not as though any of these features were
lacking in any serious way on its predecessor.
There’s a new processor, the A10X Fusion, which in some
situations is able to outperform some Intel laptop chips. The rear
camera is the same as what you’ll find on the iPhone 7, a 12-

With iOS 11, the core UI of how iPad multitasking works is going
8
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to completely change. The dock of apps at the bottom will be
available with a swipe up from anywhere. Instead of your recent
apps getting listed in a horizontal card view, you’ll get a grid of
them organized into “spaces” where split views you’ve set up will
stay together (not unlike Mission Control on MacOS). There will be
real Drag-and-Drop support — and in fact it may be more powerful
than what you can do on a desktop.

JULY 2017

To me, if you’re going to spend $650 on a computer, it should
almost surely be your main computer. And if you’re going to make
the iPad Pro your main computer, you should probably get more
than 64GB of storage and you should also probably get a
keyboard to go with it (to say nothing of the Apple Pencil). It hits
the $1,000 mark very quickly.

And, finally, you (and all your apps) will have access to a real,
traditional file system.
I am hopeful that the sum of all these operating system changes
will add up to a significantly more powerful experience of using the
iPad Pro as a computer, not just for “iPad things.” Make no
mistake, the iPad and iPad Pro are already computers and
perfectly capable of doing “computer things.” But because iOS got
its start by trying to simplify away things like files systems and
windows, it involves too many tricky workarounds compared to the
way most of us understand how to use traditional computers.

If you’re going to spend that much money on an iPad, you should
know exactly what you’re going to do with it that takes advantage
of all the Pro features. There are people who are already doing
that, but I don’t think the majority of computer users can be
comfortable using an iPad as their main device. For those who
can, go out and buy the hell out of this thing (unless you already
have the iPad Pro 9.7).

I don’t think iOS 11 is going to turn the iPad into something like a
Mac or a Windows PC, with all their customization options and
apps that plug deep into the system. Yet I do think it will unlock
opportunities for both users and developers that aren’t there today.
I suspect that all the power inside the iPad Pro will mean that it will
work better with those new features, but since it's not out yet, I
can't say for sure.

For the rest of us, my advice is to hold out and see whether iOS 11
changes the calculus.

If you're trying to switch to a tablet as your main computer and are
surveying the competition, here's the only question that matters:
can Windows 10 apps get better faster than Apple can build more
utility into iOS? If I were Microsoft, I'd be very worried about the
answer.

Verge Score 9
GOOD STUFF
•
Incredible screen
•
Slightly larger size makes typing easier
•
Powerful processor
BAD STUFF
•
iOS 10 not built for all this power
•
Expensive
•
Accessories like the Smart Keyboard make it even
more expensive

Now that we know that the 10.5-inch iPad Pro is an impressive
device and that we further know that iOS 11 is going to radically
change how you use it, let’s get back to that value equation I
mentioned earlier. Basically, should you buy it? The iPad Pro 10.5
presents a conundrum: it is a stupendous device that I firmly
believe most people shouldn’t buy just yet.
9
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Jeﬀ Benjamin posted the following article to 9to5mac.com on June
16, 2017. tinyurl.com/y7vg8u3x. © Unknown. Jeﬀ leads 9to5Mac’s
YouTube channel — editing and producing tech videos,
walkthroughs, how-tos, written tutorials and reviews. He’s written
for numerous tech sites since the late 1990′s.
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replaces, at slightly over one pound.
The 10.5-inch size is a definite improvement over the 9.7-inch
models, which always felt a bit too small. That said, if you’re a
12.9-inch iPad Pro user, the 10.5-inch model will still feel small —
you get much more real estate to run two apps side by side on the
larger iPad Pro than you do on the smaller version. If your needs
require the size of the 12.9-inch iPad Pro, I’d recommend sticking
with it. Yet, if you find the 12.9-inch model to be unwieldy at times,
the 10.5-inch form factor might be right up your alley. I definitely
recommend walking into an Apple Store and trying them out for
yourself to see what works for you.

Review: 2017 10.5-inch iPad Pro – Pricey, but Perfect
By Jeﬀ Benjamin
The 2017 iPad that Apple launched earlier this year was
inexpensive, but it was also about dealing with various
compromises. The display, for instance, lacked anti-glare and
lamination properties of more modern iPads, and the speakers
weren’t nearly as good as the latest Apple hardware.

Apple has also produced a brand new Smart Keyboard for the
10.5-inch iPad Pro. Not only does the larger screen size aﬀord a
full-sized software keyboard in iOS, but the physical Smart
Keyboard benefits from larger, more tactile keys than before.

But price can be a compelling feature as well, and the 2017 iPad’s
$329 entry point appealed to the masses.
The new iPad Pro, however, concedes nothing to price. It’s an allin product that cuts no corners. Its starting price is basically
double the standard iPad at $649, and can quickly balloon up to
entry-level MacBook Pro and iMac territory.

The good news this time around is that, outside of areas related to
physical size, there are no other diﬀerences between the two Pro
models. Both feature the same A10X Fusion processor, both
models feature 4GB of RAM, and both feature identical screen
technology with P3 wide color gamut, ProMotion 120Hz refresh
rate, and True Tone displays. In fact, both devices now share the
same cameras, borrowed from the iPhone 7, that are more than
capable of capturing high quality selfies and crisp 4K video.

But is the updated iPad Pro, with its newly available 10.5-inch form
factor and 120Hz ProMotion display, worth it? Have a look at our
hands-on video walkthrough for more details.
Video walkthrough. 12 minutes. youtu.be/wpMnRgSKwNs.

That’s the beautiful thing about this generation’s professional iPads
— there are no compromises between the two, just pick the size
you want and you’re ready to go to work.

The most obvious diﬀerence between the new iPad Pro and
previous iPad models is the new form-factor of the smaller version.
The 10.5-inch Retina display found on the new iPad Pro is 20%
larger than the 9.7-inch model it supersedes. 20% may not seem
like a lot on paper, but it makes a noticeable diﬀerence when the
device is in front of your face.

Yes, it’s powerful
The new iPad Pro is by far the most powerful and fastest
standalone tablet that money can buy right now, and I’m confident
that it will last years into the future thanks to the A10X Fusion, a six
core processor that works similarly to the A10 Fusion found in the
most recent iPhones. Three of the cores handle processorintensive tasks, while the other three are assigned to more docile,
low power operations. Such a configuration helps save on battery

Apple was able to achieve such a feat by further reducing the
bezel that surrounds the screen, and slightly increasing the area.
The changes have resulted in a product that feels very similar to
previous 9.7-inch iPad models in hand. In fact, the new 10.5-inch
iPad Pro’s weight is in the same ballpark as the smaller device it
10
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where possible, which allows these machines to retain the 10 hour
battery life that Apple’s tablets are known for.
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display up until this latest iPad Pro refresh. I forgot how much of a
diﬀerence True Tone makes by providing a white balanced screen
based on ambient lighting. It’s one of those things that you take for
granted until you realize how inferior the screen looks with the
feature turned oﬀ.

The 4GB of RAM will serve to further extend the lifespan of the
new iPad Pro, as this should provide plenty of headroom for new
iOS versions and new apps that take advantage of advanced
features.

ProMotion is simply a game changer

Lastly, the storage tiers are much better equipped to go the long
haul, with an entry-level 64GB tier, a mid-level 256 tier, and a
massive 512GB top-tier. Considering that the new iPad Pro can
shoot high quality 4K video and provides faster media transfers via
USB 3-enabled adapters, it makes sense to boost storage tiers.

The aforementioned features are all great, but it’s really the new
ProMotion 120Hz refresh rate display that sets this tablet apart
from any tablet before it. This display, with its variable refresh rate,
looks absolutely stunning in person. I’ll repeat the ongoing
narrative that I’ve seen in several other reviews — you have to see
it in person to truly understand the diﬀerence that it makes.

…but it’s all about the display

Trying to illustrate the benefit of ProMotion in a way that can be
truly grasped, is like trying to explain the benefits of a Retina
display to someone who has never seen one before — it’s
possible, but nothing is better than simply seeing the device in
person. Once a person tries a Retina display, the majority don’t
ever want to go back. The same thing can be said about
ProMotion — it’s a technology that significantly enhances onscreen content.

We can harp about how Apple continues to buck the trend and
yields ridiculous year-over-year processor gains thanks to its
custom-designed chips. We can talk about the improved graphics
power of the new iPad Pro as well — a noteworthy 40% increase
thanks to its new 12-core GPU. iPads, and iOS devices in general
have been trending closer and closer to desktop-class chip
architecture over the past few generations, and the new iPad Pro
only furthers this narrative.

One of my biggest gripes with the original 12.9-inch iPad Pro was
the amount of “ghosting” that occurred when scrolling fast on the
screen. It looked as if the screen was having a hard time catching
up to refresh the content to match the scrolling, and that’s
essentially what was happening. With the new iPad Pro lineup, this
is no longer an area of concern. The 120Hz refresh rate is fast
enough to keep up as you scroll, so text is still highly legible, even
while scrolling.

But for the 2017 iPad Pro lineup, it really is all about that gorgeous
piece of glass that stands out even more than in times past. The
600 nits of brightness makes the display brighter than the latest 5K
iMac, and the P3 color gamut brings wide color to the larger 12.9inch model for the first time.
Like previous Pro models, the new iPad Pro handles glare and
reflections remarkably well. Apple’s custom-designed antireflective coating reflects just 1.8% of light. When combined with
the 600 nits of brightness and a laminated digitizer, this is a device
that’s significantly more capable of rejecting competing light
sources.

ProMotion displays lend huge benefits to text legibility while
scrolling, but it also benefits on-screen graphics and animations.
And for those times where you don’t need the full 120Hz refresh
rate, the iPad’s variable refresh properties mean that it can down
shift, as it were, to match the content being displayed. So if you’re
viewing a static image on-screen, it can automatically drop the
refresh rate to save on battery life. ProMotion is also capable of

True Tone was arguably the flagship feature of last year’s 9.7-inch
iPad Pro launch, and no other device has receive a True Tone
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As previously mentioned, the cameras are the same 12-megapixel
rear camera with OIS, and front-facing 7-megapixel 1080p
FaceTime HD camera that’s found on the flagship iPhone 7. The
only thing you won’t find on the new iPad Pro is the dual camera
setup from the iPhone 7 Plus, but nonetheless this is the best
camera setup ever put in an iPad, and it makes this device a
legitimate photography and movie-making machine.

The 10.5-inch advantage
Although both the small and large second-generation iPad Pro
models are both the same from a technical standpoint, the 10.5inch model does benefit from its reduced bezels. While the 12.9inch iPad Pro stays exactly the same as the previous model from a
physical standpoint, the 10.5-inch model’s screen stands out more
thanks to the increased size and slimmer bezels.

The only downside
s t e m m i n g f ro m t h e
camera is an annoying
camera bump that
protrudes out of the
iPad Pro’s otherwise
svelte body. Since both
the 10.5 and 12.9-inch
models features this
upgraded camera, both
are subjected to that ugly bump. Unfortunately, that’s the price that
we’ll have to pay in order to have better cameras on an iPad that’s
this thin.

If you use the Space Grey 10.5-inch iPad Pro, it can almost look
like the screen is floating in mid-air when engaging in certain
activities. It’s hard to explain without seeing it in person, but that’s
one major advantage that the smaller version of the iPad Pro has
over the larger version. The 10.5-inch is the better looking product
of the two.
Apple Pencil improvements
There is one additional major benefit to the ProMotion display, and
that’s reduced latency with the Apple Pencil. Apple says that
there’s now 20ms of latency when drawing with the Apple Pencil
thanks to ProMotion. What does that actually mean in practice?
Let’s just say that the Pencil feels a lot more natural and
responsive than it did with previous iPad hardware.

Like the first-generation iPad Pro lineup, the new devices feature a
four speaker setup that’s much louder and clearer than lesser iPad
models. All four speakers work together, presenting stereo sound
that automatically adjusts to output the best sound based on
whether you’re holding the device in landscape or portrait mode.

The Apple Pencil, when mated with the new iPad Pro, is handsdown the most realistic digital drawing setup that I’ve ever
experienced. What’s awesome is that you don’t need to upgrade
your Apple Pencil in order to take advantage of the reduced
latency, as the refreshed iPads provide everything your need to
benefit from the improvements.

For the first time ever a second-generation Touch ID sensor has
found its way to the iPad line. Touch ID 2, which debuted with the
iPhone 6s, is a noticeably faster finger print sensor that will allow
you to unlock your iPad or authenticate purchases even faster than
before.

Cameras, speakers, Touch ID, and USB 3

Last generation’s 12.9-inch iPad Pro supported things like USB 3
data transfers via the Lightning to SD Card Reader and Lightning
to USB 3 Camera Adapters, along with fast charging via a 29W
adapter. Unlike the 9.7-inch iPad Pro, which lacked support for
these features, the new 10.5-inch version does. This results in

For the first time the cameras on both iPad Pro models are the
same, and Apple has spared no expense to make sure that you
can take great-looking photos and videos, no matter how silly you
might appear to onlookers.
12
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improved turnaround times for pro-oriented workflows, such as
transferring large video files to the iPad’s internal storage via an SD
Card.

modified to work with the Smart Cover and/or Smart Keyboard.

Smart Keyboard

Like most of the products that Apple produces, the iPad Pro
exudes quality from the moment you remove it from its packaging.
The rear of the device is a full slab of aluminum — in either Space
Grey, Silver, Gold, or Rose Gold (10.5-inch only), while the front of
the display is all glass.

Build quality

I’ve never owned a Smart Keyboard until now, so I don’t have
much to go on as far as improvements are concerned. The 10.5inch form factor aﬀords a larger, full-sized keyboard that’s nicer to
type on. An Apple Store employee told me that the new keyboards
feature a better feel with improved “clickiness,” but I’ve not been
able to compare the old and new keyboard side by side to vouch
for this claim.

Unlike the lesser 9.7-inch iPad that launched earlier this year, the
iPad Pro models retain the shiny chamfered edges that reflect light
like jewelry. The 10.5-inch model, at 6.1mm, is just as thin as the
previous generation 9.7-inch iPad Pro, while the larger 12-9-inch
model comes in at the same 6.9mm measurement as its previous
generation.
Area-wise, the 12.9-inch model is the same as the outgoing model,
but the 10.5-inch iPad Pro has obviously gained some size. You’ll
now find a 9.8-inch-by-6.8-inch area compared to the 9.7-inch
iPad Pro’s 9.4-inch-by-6.6-inch area. Considering the amount of
power that’s underneath the hood of these iPads, it’s remarkable
that they’re both as thin and as light as they are.
The future of iPad software is bright
The new iPad Pro comes bundled with iOS 10.3.2 out of the box.
That means that all of the new features like the dock and drag and
drop are not yet available. It’ll be later this fall before iOS 11 brings
all of the just-announced powerful features to the iPad Pro, which
means that early adopters have a whole lot to look forward to.

As someone who is interested in replacing a MacBook Pro, a
keyboard was a must, and the refined Smart Keyboard appears to
be the best option for portability. I’m still not sold on the origami
styling, but I really appreciate being able to quickly attach the
keyboard to the iPad Pro’s Smart Connector, and start typing
without worrying about batteries or pairing.

That’s not to imply that the current software is bad, because it
isn’t. It’s just that iOS 11 is such a stark improvement in
functionality and usability that it almost feels like a brand new
device. A public beta should be available soon for those willing to
take the plunge, but I hesitate to recommend that for a machine
that’s geared towards serious work.

Unfortunately, the Smart Cover and Smart Keyboard only protect
the front of the iPad Pro, not the rear. Oddly enough, Apple doesn’t
seem to be producing a rear cover for the 10.5-inch iPad Pro,
which makes no sense to me. As of now, the only way to protect
the rear is to opt for a third-party 10.5-inch iPad Pro case of some
kind oﬀ of Amazon. These cases work, but may need to be

Just know that the future is very bright for iPad owners, even if you
own one of the older models that will support iOS 11. The software
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iPad for the better.
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For a sneak peek at some of the goodies that iOS 11 will oﬀer, be
sure to watch our video outlining 100 new features in Apple’s
highly-anticipated software update. youtu.be/Yy1JEyxRzIc.[Editor
- 27 minutes. Great.]

Regardless of what you decide to do, the real fun comes later this
fall when iOS 11 is released for the iPad. I’m sold on the future of
this device, as Apple has shown that it’s fully invested and
committed to the future of the iPad. I’ve personally gone all in by
selling my MacBook Pro, opting for a desktop iMac for at home
computing, and am now using a 256GB cellular-enabled Space
Gray 10.5-inch iPad Pro as my new on-the-go work machine.

Conclusion

What about you?

If you already own a 9.7-inch iPad Pro, and you’re satisfied with its
performance and size, I don’t personally see the need to upgrade
right away unless you just want to. ProMotion is quite the
compelling feature, but you’ll pay for the privilege with the entrylevel 64GB model starting at $649. Couple that with the fact that
you’ll have to purchase a new Smart Keyboard (if desired), and
you’re easily looking at over $800 for the base model + keyboard.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2017 MEETINGS

As someone who plans on using an iPad for work, I purchased the
cellular-enabled version, which comes at a $130 tax. That’s a hefty
price to pay, but if this is going to be your main on-the-go work
machine, it’s worth considering due to the convenience it presents.
Apple’s cellular iPad Pro comes with an empty SIM card slot along
with an embedded Apple SIM that allows you to quickly connect to
a variety of diﬀerent cellular networks using a pre-paid or postpaid model.

January 14
February 11
March 11
April 8
May 14
June 11
July
August
September 9
October 14
November 11
December 10

If you’re the owner of a previous-generation 12.9-inch iPad Pro,
the upgrade to either new Pro model is a lot more tempting. The
old iPad Pro lacked many of the niceties that 9.7-inch owners
currently enjoy, like better cameras, and True Tone. Couple those
things with ProMotion and enhanced A10X Fusion chips, and you
have a much more concrete reason to consider upgrading to the
new and improved 12.9-inch model.
And what if you’re a current 12.9-inch owner, but you find the
device to be a little too large? Then the 10.5-inch version may be
even more appealing, and significantly less expensive. The 10.5inch model, with its slim bezels, also looks much better than the
12.9-inch from a design perspective.
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tinyurl.com/ycxno9tu. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and
good info.

The 11 Best Features Coming to iOS 11

The new iPad dock behaves a lot more like the Dock in MacOS,
automatically hiding when not in use, it allows for more apps for
quick access, and shows recently used apps and files too.

iOS 11 has many new features, refinements, and enhancements
for iPhone and iPad, but the question everyone really wants to
know is; what are the new features that actually matter?
Keeping in mind that iOS 11 is currently in beta and thus features
are subject to changes, we’ve gathered what we think are the
eleven most significant additions to iOS 11 to regular people.
These are features that real everyday users will enjoy and
appreciate, ranging from giant leaps forward in iPad multitasking
and productivity, to payments, Siri changes, drag and drop
support, driver safety functions, file management, improved
keyboards, a better and customizable Control Center, and more.

The app switcher on iPad in iOS 11 is also redesigned and looks
and behaves much more like Mission Control on the Mac, allowing
you to see a tiled preview of open apps, and also even drag and
drop items between apps via that app switcher.

Let’s check them out one by one…

1: iPad Multitasking Gets Serious
Arguably the biggest changes in iOS 11 come to the iPad, which
adds increased multitasking capabilities and abilities that are
decidedly Mac-like.
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2: Drag & Drop by Touch
Drag and drop comes to iOS and it’s optimized for touch. You can
drag and select multiple apps, files (more on that in a moment),
move them around together, and even drag and drop text blocks,
pictures, or data from one app into another.

This should work similar to how
PayPal or Venmo functions, except
it will be native in the Messages app
and likely only limited between
Apple customers.

4: Live Photos Gets Long Exposure Ability, and
Looping

This is fantastic feature in iOS 11 and it works quite well. The full
drag and drop capabilities are available to iPad in particular, and
while it’s currently possible to use many of them on iPhone too,
there are murmurs that some of the drag and drop capabilities will
be removed from iPhone and be iPad exclusive. Let’s hope the
best of touch based drag and drop comes to iPhone too…

Long exposure photography involves leaving a shutter open for a
while and is generally considered to be an advanced photography
skill – but now Live Photos will use built-in algorithms to create
long exposures easily. This is perfect for pictures of things like
water flowing, or something speeding by, and it gives that neat
blurred long exposure eﬀect.

3: Apple Pay Person-to-Person Payments
Apple Pay will allow you to send person-to-person payments,
directly from iMessage. Need to send your friend $20 for your split
of a dinner? No sweat, you can do it directly in a message.

Live Photos also gains an ability to continuously loop a picture
taken with the feature (still no GIF output option though, however,
so you will need to convert live photos to gifs on your own).
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5: Do Not Disturb While Driving
How often is it that a new phone feature could save lives? Do Not
Disturb While Driving is
potentially one of those rare
features, when activated it
blacks out the iPhone screen
and prevents notifications from
showing up while driving.
There’s an auto-responder to
reply to messages automatically
with an “I’m driving right now”
message too, so you don’t have
to worry about shunning people.

7: Redesigned Control Center
Control Center gets redesigned and an all new appearance which
is nice, but the bigger perk is
that the new Control Center
allows for customizations. This
means you can put features
you use often in Control Center
while also yanking out the stuﬀ
you don’t.

Of course emergencies and
special people can be
exempted by allowing them
onto the same kind of white list
that the general Do Not Disturb
ability oﬀers.
This feature could make a big
diﬀerence in driver safety and
could reduce distracted driving,
let’s hope all other cell phones
adopt a similar feature.

8: Files for iOS

6: Notes App Document
Scanner

iOS 11 gains a Files app,
which, just as it sounds, gives
you direct access in iOS to a
file system of sorts. It’s not
quite like Finder on the Mac,
but it does allow you to access
and interact with files directly,
rename files and folders, create
new folders, tag files, access
third party cloud services, and even drag and drop to move files

Notes app gains a document scanner feature, which lets you scan
documents using the iOS device camera. The scanned documents
are then stored within the Notes app, and they can be edited,
referenced, modified, or just kept for later easily there.
This excellent feature behaves similar to third party apps like
Scanner Pro and is really nice for so many use cases, both
personal and professional.
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The new Siri voices are enabled
by default in iOS 11, while the
text based Siri option is an
Accessibility option that is clearly
applicable and useful to many
iPhone and iPad owners.
Oh and Siri can also do live
translations for foreign languages
too, how cool is that?

11: Volume Adjustments
No Longer Blocks Videos
When you go to change the
volume in iOS, the volume
indicator appears front and
center in the screen and
obstructs the video…. well not
anymore in iOS 11. Yes this is
fairly small and seemingly
insignificant, but it’s been a
longstanding pet peeve for many
users that is being remedied in
iOS 11. Sometimes the little
things are great improvements!

For those longing for a file system and file access in iOS, and who
found iCloud Drive to be insuﬃcient, the Files app is almost
certainly going to meet their needs.

9: One Handed Keyboard
iOS 11 gains a one handed keyboard option,
which shifts the keys over to the left or right
side of the screen when activated.
This is perfect for users of the bigger screen
iPhones who have a diﬃcult time texting or
typing one-handed, as it makes the keys
much easier to reach with a single hand and
with less thumb stretching.

Note: above images are courtesy of Apple and the iOS 11 beta
preview. Keep in mind that iOS 11 is currently in beta and under
development, meaning some features, appearances, or other
aspects may change by the time the final version is released to the
general public.

10: Siri Gets a New Voice & Text
Based Interface

There are many other little features, refinements, change, and
improvements coming to iOS 11 too. While technically anyone can
download and install iOS 11 beta right now and explore the beta,
the best thing to do is wait until the fall for the final version to
come out for compatible iPhone and iPad.

Siri gets two new redesigned voices, one
male and one female, and they both sound really great and natural.
New voices are neat and all, but perhaps even cooler is an
optional new text-based interface to interact with Siri. When
enabled, the text based Siri interface allows you to type a query
directly to Siri when the virtual assistant is summoned.
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There’s also built-in support for better video compression, support
for external GPU hardware, and support for Virtual Reality. The
improved Metal 2 architecture and VR support should be
particularly appreciated by gamers.

5 Notable New Features Coming to macOS High Sierra

2: Safari Customizations and Improvements
Safari now has a per website Safari settings
feature, this allows you to easily modify
location data, camera, microphone, tracking,
page zoom and text size, auto-playing of
media, and more, on a per webpage basis.
This is perfect if you visit a site or two with
microscopic font sizes and find yourself
constantly increasing the text size in Safari,
since now you can set it once for that
webpage and it won’t carry over elsewhere.

macOS High Sierra isn’t necessarily a giant feature packed system
software release, and instead it aims to improve and refine the
overall experience of the Mac operating system. But that doesn’t
meant there aren’t some exciting new features and changes
coming to macOS 10.13 when it debuts in the fall.
Let’s review a handful of some of the more notable features
arriving to the Mac with MacOS High Sierra.

1: Under The Hood: AFPS File System, Better
Graphics, VR Support

You can also use a persistent Reader mode feature that allows you
to browse the web in Reader mode constantly, which oﬀers a
stripped down view of webpages and can help reduce bandwidth
usage and clutter.

Some of the main MacOS High Sierra features are entirely under
the hood.
This includes the all new APFS file system, which oﬀers built-in
encryption and dramatically improved speed for tasks like file
copying and size calculation faster than ever before.

Oh and Safari also will automatically stop and silence auto-playing
videos, and it aims to prevent some of the tracking features found
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management screen. This is a nice feature
for those who use Mail app in full screen
mode on the Mac.

3: Siri Improvements to Voice, and Type To Siri
Siri gains improvements to
voice quality and
intonation, just like it does
in iOS 11.

Mail app also takes up much less storage
space, so if you have a ton of emails stored,
maintained, and archived on your Mac it
should take up less storage capacity on the
Mac itself.

Also, Siri on the Mac gains
Type To Siri support,
allowing users to query
and command Siri by text
commands and typing
rather than voice
commands.

Wait, what’s the deal with the name MacOS High
Sierra?
The naming convention of MacOS High Sierra has confused some
users, but the name shouldn’t be foreign to California residents
(which is also where Apple corporate headquarters is located).
Basically, the High Sierra is a reference to the higher elevation
points of the Sierra Nevada mountain range in California.

4: iCloud File Sharing
You can now easily share
any file stored in iCloud
Drive with anyone else via
a clickable link, who can
then edit and make
changes to a shared
document or file.

So what does the name High Sierra imply? As Apple has done in
the past, the name likely indicates this version of Mac OS is a
refinement release, so High Sierra is to Sierra as to what Snow
Leopard was to Leopard, Mountain Lion was to Lion, and El
Capitan was to Yosemite.
MacOS High Sierra is available now as a beta to download, but the
vast majority of users are better served waiting until the fall for the
final release to be made available. It’s worth reviewing the MacOS
High Sierra compatibility list, but in short if your Mac runs Sierra
then it can also run High Sierra.

This is sort of like how the
Mail Drop feature works
except it’s with any file at
all, and it can be accessed
directly from the share
sheets in Mac OS.

5: Mail Refinements and Mail Split Screen Mode
A new Mail app split-screen view allows you to compose a new
email or reply to an email in a panel right next to the inbox
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If you enjoyed this you’d likely also appreciate the lovely new iOS
11 default wallpaper, and you might find some other great
wallpapers here too.

Get The macOS High Sierra Default Wallpaper

The default wallpaper in MacOS High Sierra is a beautiful autumn
lakeside scene featuring mountains frosted with a light snow, it
looks fantastic but you don’t need to wait until the final High Sierra
release is available to use this great wallpaper right now.
The High Sierra default background image is available at a
maximum high resolution of 5120 x 2880 pixels, making it look
fantastic as the desktop picture on a Mac, Windows PC, iPad,
iPhone, Android, or whatever else you want to spruce up.
Click the image below to launch the full size version in a new
window, then save the picture to your computer or device to set it
as the wallpaper:
•

5120 x 2880 version at imgur.com

•

2880 x 1500 version at Apple.com
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Once you have the picture saved locally you can set the image as
your wallpaper in iOS or as the background picture in Mac OS.
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Find 32-Bit Mac Apps
•
On the desktop, click on the Apple logo () at the upper left
of the screen.
•
Click About This Mac.
•
In the window that pops up, click System Report.
•
Next, in the System Information app that this brings up, find
Applications under Software in the left menu.
•
Click on Applications, and your Mac will take a few seconds
to compile the list.
•
Once it’s finished, scroll sideways to right until you see the
header 64-bit (Intel).

macOS: How to See Which Mac Apps are 32-Bit
By Andrew Orr
You may have heard that Apple plans to stop support for 32-bit
apps across iOS and macOS. While iOS 11 will remove them this
fall, macOS will continue to support them until 2019. Nevertheless,
it doesn’t hurt to start early and find the 32-bit Mac apps. Read on
to learn how to see which apps on your Mac are still 32-bit.
If you find that the software you rely on the most are 32-bit,
contact the developer and see if they plan to update to 64-bit. I’m
sure most developers will, but older software may not get this
support, so you might have to start finding alternatives. Here’s how
to figure out which apps are 32-bit.

Apps will have a Yes/No designation to determine whether they are
32-bit Mac apps or not. “Yes” means they’re 64-bit and “No”
means they’re 32-bit.
Many of the items in the list will be from Apple; you don’t need to
worry about those. Instead, look for the ones that say Identified
Developer.
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good pizza joint. Regardless of the question you need to ask, you
usually start the conversation by getting the attention of the
personal voice assistant by saying, "Hey Siri."
Saying Hey Siri will even get the attention of the miniature
assistant stuﬀed into the Apple Watch. But when it comes to the
Mac, no amount of voice-based prodding is going to get Siri's
attention. Seems the Mac and Apple have turned a deaf ear to the

Hey Siri: Get Your Mac To Activate Siri By Voice

With Help From the Dictation System, Siri Can Be Voice Activated

macOS Sierra with Siri checking on ball game.

By Tom Nelson
You know Siri. She's that quirky personal voice assistant that you
use on your iPhone and other iOS devices. Well, now's she on the
Mac and ready to do her best to be a help and not a hinderance.
Now, even though you're familiar with Siri, it's important to keep in
mind that Siri on the Mac doesn't work quite like Siri on iOS
devices.

Hey Siri phrase, and instead force you to use keyboard
combinations, or mouse or trackpad clicks, to get Siri to wake up
and listen to your requests.
Enhanced Dictation to the Rescue
Apple may have chosen to leave Siri deaf until you manually turn
the assistant on, but it doesn’t have to be that way. The Mac has
been able to take dictation and turn your voice into words since
the release of OS X Mountain Lion.

Hey Siri
If you have an iPhone, you're probably used to saying "Hey Siri" to
start a session with Siri.

It wasn't the best of dictation apps out there at the time, but it
would eventually become a powerful core service of the Mac OS.

You may be asking for the weather, or directions, perhaps a really
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By the time OS X Mavericks came about, Dictation had been
improved. It not only could be used for converting your spoken
voice to words, but you could also assign certain words and
phrases to be used as commands to control various Mac services,
features, and apps.

3.In the Siri preference pane, locate the popup menu next to
the Keyboard Shortcuts text, and then use the menu to select
Customize.

It's this feature of Dictation that we're going to use to enable Siri to
wake up and respond when she hears the familiar Hey Siri
greeting. Actually, you're not stuck with Hey Siri; you can use any
word or phrase you want; Hey What's Your Name, or Answer Me
This. It's up to you what phrase to use, though I'll demonstrate the
process with the old favorite, Hey Siri.

5.Return to the full list of preference panes by clicking the back
button in the Siri preference pane toolbar.

4.Press the control + period keys (or whichever keyboard
shortcut you wish to use).

Enable Dictation
1. In the System Preferences window, select the Keyboard
preference pane.

Enable Siri

2. Select the Dictation tab in the Keyboard preference pane
window.

The first step is to enable Siri. To do this, you need a Mac running
macOS Sierra or later, as well as a decent quality internal or
external microphone.

3. Turn Dictation on.
4. Dictation can be performed either by remote Apple servers,
which takes a computational load oﬀ your Mac, or it can be
performed locally on your Mac. The advantage of selecting
Enhanced Dictation is that your Mac will perform the
conversion, and no data will be sent to Apple.

For instructions on enabling Siri, take a look at Getting Siri Working
on Your Mac, and then pop on back here.
Shortcut Keys

5. Click the box labeled Use Enhanced Dictation.

The hardest part of this process is coming up with a unique
combination of keys that, when pressed, will enable Siri. Apple
provides its developers a list of keyboard shortcuts used globally
by macOS. It's not a good idea to use any of the keyboard
shortcuts listed in the Keyboard Shortcuts for macOS table.

6. Enhanced Dictation requires a download to your Mac of the
Dictation Translation system; it may take a few minutes.
7. Once the download is complete, you can return to the main
System Preferences window by selecting the back button in
the preference pane's toolbar.

I decided to use control + period (⌃.) since Apple uses the period
sparingly for keyboard shortcuts. There's still no guarantee that an
individual app isn't already using this combination, but so far, it
has worked for me.

Accessibility
To enable voice commands, we're going to use the Accessibility
preference pane to associate a phrase with the keyword shortcut
we created for Siri.

Assign the Siri Shortcut Keys
1.Launch System Preferences by clicking on its icon in the
Dock, or selecting System Preferences from the Apple menu.

1. In the System Preferences window, select the Accessibility
preference pane.

2.In the System Preferences window, select the Siri preference
pane.

2. Scroll down through the sidebar to select the Dictation item.
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3. Place a checkmark in the box labeled Enable the Dictation
Keyword Phrase.
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Defining a new Dictation command that launches Siri.
The Hey Siri voice command actually performed two functions.
The first word, Hey, activated the Dictation command processor
and allowed it to listen for a word that it could match to a stored
command. 'Siri' was the word associated with a specific Dictation
command that resulted in the press of the earlier defined Siri
shortcut key.

4. In the field just below the checkbox, enter the keyword
phrase 'Hey' (without the quotes).
5. The word Hey will be used to activate the Dictation system.
6. Click the Dictation Commands button.
7. Place a checkbox in the box labeled Enable Advanced
Commands.

If you would like to use a diﬀerent voice command, it will need to
contain at least two words; one to activate Dictation and one to be
the Dictation command.

8. Click the plus sign (+) to add a new command.
9. In the field labeled When I say:, enter the word Siri.
10.Use the dropdown menu next to the While using: text to
select Any Application.
11.Use the dropdown menu next to the Perform: text to choose
the action to be performed when the word Siri is detected. In
this case, select Press Keyboard Shortcut.

Tom Nelson posted the following article to lifewire.com on January 12,
2017. tinyurl.com/ybjxnysd. © About, Inc. He is a consultant and writer
providing Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has written
hundreds of articles, tutorials, and product reviews.

12.Enter the keyboard shortcut you assigned to enable Siri. In
this example, the shortcut is control + . (⌃.)

Control Your Mac With Voice Commands

13.Click the Done button.

Go Ahead; Be a Dictator

14.You can close System Preferences.

By Tom Nelson

Using Siri With Voice Activation

While it's true that Siri on the Mac can control a few basic Mac
functions, such as adjusting volume or changing the display's
brightness, the truth is you don't need Siri to perform these tasks.
You probably weren't aware of it, but you've been able to use your
voice to control your Mac for a long time.

That's everything you need to do to allow Siri to be voice activated
on your Mac. You're now ready to give voice activation a try. Go
ahead and say Hey Siri; the Siri window should open, asking, What
can I help you with today? Ask Siri about the weather, where to
find a good pizza joint, or to open Lifewire.com.

Instead of relying on Siri for controlling very basic Mac system
options, try using Dictation and voice commands; they give you a
great deal more flexibility, and they work with both current and
older versions of the Mac OS.

Summary
The technique to get Siri to be voice activated involved three
diﬀerent steps:

Dictation
The Mac has had the ability to take dictation, and convert a
spoken word into text, since the feature was introduced with OS X
Mountain Lion. The original Mountain Lion version of Dictation had

Defining a keyword shortcut for Siri.
Enabling Dictation and the use of Dictation commands.
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a few drawbacks, including the need to send a recording of your
dictation to Apple servers, where the actual conversion to text was
performed.
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Mac Dictator
If you would like to become a Mac Dictator, follow these steps to
set up Mac dictation and create a custom voice command that will
check for new mail.

This not only slowed things down, but also had some people a bit
concerned about privacy issues. With OS X Mavericks, Dictation
could be performed directly on your Mac, with no need to send
information to the cloud. This provided a performance
improvement, and eliminated the security concern about sending
data to the cloud.

Enable Dictation
1. Launch System Preferences by selecting System Preferences
from the Apple menu, or clicking the System Preferences icon
in the Dock.
2. Select either the Dictation & Speech preference pane (OS X El
Capitan and earlier), or the Keyboard preference pane (macOS
Sierra and later).
3. Select the Dictation tab in the preference pane you opened.
4. Use the Dictation radio button to select On.
5. A sheet will appear, with a warning that using Dictation without
enabling the Enhanced Dictation option causes a recording of
what you say to be sent to Apple for conversion to text. We
don't want to be encumbered by a wait for Apple servers to
convert speech to text, and we don’t like the idea of Apple
listening in. Therefore, we're going to use the Enhanced
Dictation option, but to turn the enhanced options on, we have
to first finish enabling basic dictation. Click the Enable
Dictation button.
6. Place a checkmark in the Use Enhanced Dictation checkbox.
This will cause the Enhanced Dictation files to be downloaded
and installed on your Mac; this may take a few minutes. Once
the files are installed (you'll see status messages in the bottom
left corner of the preference pane), you're ready to continue.

What You Need
Although the Mac has supported voice input since the days of the
Quadra models and Mac OS 9, this guide specifically uses the
dictation features that are available on Macs running OS X
Mountain Lion and later, including the newer macOS.
A microphone: Many Mac models come with built-in mics that will
work fine for voice control. If your Mac doesn't have a mic,
consider using one of the many available headset-microphone
combos that can connect via USB or Bluetooth.
Using Dictation for Voice Commands
The Mac's dictation system isn't limited to speech to text; it can
also convert speech to voice commands, letting you control your
Mac with just your spoken words.
The Mac comes equipped with a number of commands ready for
you to use. Once you set the system up, you can use your voice to
launch applications, save documents, or search Spotlight, for just
a few examples. There's also a large set of commands for
navigation, editing, and formatting text.

Create a Custom Voice Command
Now that Dictation is enabled, and the Enhanced Dictation files are
installed, we're ready to create our first custom voice command.
We're going to have the Mac check for new mail whenever we
utter the phrase, "Computer, Check Mail."

Customizing Voice Commands
You're not limited to the commands that Apple included with the
Mac OS; you can add your own custom commands that let you
open files, open apps, run workflow, paste text, paste data, and
cause any keyboard shortcut to be executed.

1. Open System Preferences, if you closed it, or click the Show
All button in the toolbar.
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2. Select the Accessibility preference pane.
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and the voice command. In our example, you would check
whether new mail is available by saying:

3. In the left-hand pane, scroll down and select the Dictation item.

"Computer, check mail"

4. Place a checkmark in the 'Enable dictation keyword phrase'
box.

Once you say the command, your Mac will launch the Mail app, if
it isn't already open, bring the Mail window to the front, and then
execute the Check Mail keyboard shortcut.

5. In the text field, just below the box, enter a word you would like
to use to alert your Mac that a voice command is about to be
spoken. This can be as simple as the suggested default
"Computer" or perhaps the name you gave your Mac.

Try Automator for Advanced Voice Control
The Check Mail voice command is just an example of what you
can do with the Mac's dictation options. You're not limited to apps
with keyboard shortcuts; you can use Automator to build simple or
complex workflows that can be triggered with a voice command.

6. Click the Dictation Commands button.
7. You'll notice a list of commands that are already understood by
your Mac. Each command includes a checkbox to allow you to
enable or disable the spoken command.

If you want to learn more about Automator, check out these
examples:

8. Since there's no check mail command, we'll have to create it
ourselves. Place a checkmark in the 'Enable advanced
commands' box.

Use Automator to Rename Files and Folder

9. Click the plus (+) button to add the new command.

Automate Opening Applications and Folders

10. In the 'When I say' field, enter the command name. This will
also be the phrase you speak to invoke the command. For this
example, enter Check Mail.

Create a Menu Item to Hide and Show Hidden Files in OS X

11. Use the While Using dropdown menu to select Mail.
12. Use the Perform dropdown menu to select Press Keyboard
Shortcut.
13. In the text field that is displayed, enter the shortcut for
checking mail:Shift + Command + N
14. That’s the shift key, the command key (on Apple keyboards, it
looks like a cloverleaf), and the n key, all pressed at the same
time.
15. Click the Done button.
Trying Out the Check Mail Voice Command
You created a new Check Mail voice command and now it's time
to try it out. You need to use both the dictation keyword phrase
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on June 20, 2017.
tinyurl.com/yboge96f. © OSX Daily.
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There are at least three diﬀerent ways to access the most simple
Mission Control overview feature: with a keyboard shortcut, with a
trackpad, and with a Magic Mouse. Each activation method is
diﬀerent but the end result is always the same; you will see all
open windows on the Mac.

See All Open Windows on a Mac with Mission Control

Use Trackpad Gestures to See All Open Windows on Mac with
Mission Control
For MacBook, MacBook Pro, MacBook Air, Magic Trackpad, and
Mac trackpad users in general, you can access Mission Control
immediately with a gesture:
• •Swipe Up Four Fingers on the Trackpad to activate Mission
Control

Mission Control is one of the better productivity enhancing
features on the Mac, allowing you to quickly see all open windows,
documents, and applications on Mac OS in a broad overview
screen. This oﬀers a fantastic way to quickly navigate through
depths of open apps and windows and to quickly get to what
window or app you’re looking for.

• •Click on any small preview to bring that window to the
forefront
If this does not work for you for some reason you likely need to
enable it within your Trackpad settings in  Apple Menu > System
Preferences > Trackpad > Gestures.

For the unfamiliar,Mission Control will quite literally show all open
windows from all applications and documents, so whether you
have dozens of Finder windows, Terminal, TextEdit, Pages,
Photoshop, or Safari windows open, you can instantly see them all
on one screen in little easily browsable thumbnails, and then
quickly jump around to specific windows or documents with ease
simply by clicking on one of the little previews.
Despite Mission Control being around for quite some time (it used
to be called Expose in earlier Mac OS X releases), it is
underutilized by many Mac users not only regarding the more
advanced Mission Control tricks but even on the more simple
window management and active window discovery level. With that
in mind, we’re going to review how to use the simplest Mission
Control feature which of immediately seeing all open windows,
documents, and apps on the Mac.

Use a Mac Magic Mouse to See All Open Windows in Mission

How to See Every Window on a Mac with Mission Control
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You can enable or adjust the keyboard shortcut in  Apple Menu >
System Preferences > Mission Control if you find the keystroke is
not activating mission control as expected.

Control
The Magic Mouse also accepts gestures and can access Mission
Control easily too with a simple two finger double tap:
• Double-tap with Two Fingers on the Magic Mouse to activate
Mission Control
• Click any thumbnail to open that window immediately into the
forefront
If this isn’t working with your Magic Mouse, you can enable this or
adjust it to a diﬀerent tap option in  Apple Menu > System
Preferences > Mouse > More Gestures.

* If Mission Control is grouping your window previews together
rather than tiling them as thumbnails, uncheck to disable the
“Group windows by application” setting in the Mission Control
System preferences of Mac OS.
I use this Mission Control gesture feature so often to view all open
windows, apps, and documents, that I often forget many other
Mac users are not aware of it, until recently someone was
watching me use their computer and asked what they were seeing
and how to use it.

Use a Keyboard Shortcut to View All Windows and Access
Mission Control
You can also use a keystroke to quickly jump to Mission Control
and see all windows open on a Mac:

So the next time you’re looking at a chaotic cluttered desktop full
of windows, apps, and documents like this:

• Hit Control + Up Arrow to open Mission Control
• Choose any thumbnail preview to open that selected item into
the forefront of the Mac
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to browse other Mission Control articles too.

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on June 21, 2017.
tinyurl.com/bvl8ree. © OSX Daily.

9 Tips to Get the Most Out of Mission Control in Mac
OS X

Just use your trackpad, mouse, or keyboard to view all of the open
windows in Mission Control like this:

Mission Control is a powerful window and app manager built
directly into Mac OS X, it combines elements of Virtual Desktops
(Spaces), an application switcher, and a window manager, into one
easy to use centralized location.
If you aren’t using this excellent Mac feature on a regular basis
then you should reconsider, learn a few new tricks, and give it
another try, so with that in mind here are nine tips to help master
Mission Control.
Remember, to access the broader Mission Control view you use a
four-finger swipe up on the trackpad, or a two finger double-tap on

Do you have any tips or tricks for Mission Control on the Mac?
Share them with us in the comments below, you might also want
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the Magic Mouse.

Stop Spaces Automatically Rearranging Based on Use

Show All Windows Belonging to a Single App

Annoyed with how Spaces rearranges itself based on your app
and desktop use? Toggle this setting oﬀ within System
Preferences > Mission Control.

Hover over the app icon in the Dock and then swipe down to
reveal all windows for that app only

Immediately Activate the Screen Saver

Rearrange Desktops & Full Screen Apps

By using Hot Corners you can instantly activate a screen saver.
Enable the corner that works for you within System Preferences >
Mission Control

You can quickly rearrange the placement of multiple desktops and
even full screen apps by entering into Mission Control and then
dragging each app or desktop to a new location within the Spaces
shelf

Change the Mission Control Wallpaper

Assign Apps to Desktop Spaces

Tired of linen? Change the background wallpaper to anything else
just by replacing an image file, here’s how to do that.

Once you have at least two Spaces available, go to the Space you
want to assign an app to, then right-click on any Application from
the Dock and choose “Options” followed by “Assign to Desktop”.
Now anytime you select that app you will be transferred to the
assigned desktop.
Shuﬄe Windows Between Desktops
Click and hold any window and then hit Control+2 to move the
window to the second desktop. Use Control+Number to switch the
window to any other active Space.
Close Desktops & Spaces
From Mission Control, hold the Option key to be able to close
Spaces. Closing a Space that contains active windows will merge
those windows with the nearest Space.

You can review our Mission Control posts for more great tips and
tricks for the feature. And of course, if you have any of your own
tips for Mission Control in Mac OS X, do let us know in the
comments!

Speed Up Mission Control Animations
Speeding up the animation time of Mission Control can make Mac
OS X feel faster, launch the Terminal and enter the following
command:
defaults write com.apple.dock expose-animation-duration -float
0.15;killall Dock
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on June 9, 2017. tinyurl.com/ybr5rruw. © The Mac Observer, Inc. A
scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, & Apple.
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Steal from success of others, especially when it’s your own
stuﬀ.
It almost makes me think there was a series of meetings in which
Apple’s Craig Federighi and others gathered around the
whiteboard and started listing those elements from a modern
productivity OS, like macOS or Windows, that enabled the things
customers wanted to be able to do with their iPads. That list
included drag and drop, file access, an app dock, and so on. That
formed the marching orders for the product manager of iOS 11.

Post WWDC: Has Apple Fixed Everything, Or Do
Weaknesses Remain?
By John Martellaro
Page 2 – News Debris For The Week Of June 5th

My take is that this kind of thinking is going to work. For the first
time, Apple is asking itself the right questions about how to steal
features from the Mac, enabled by the iPad’s A10X-class
hardware, instead of, to exclusion, trying to make the Mac more
like iOS.

Time for iPad to Steal from Mac
Continuing the thread of iOS 11 evolution, Dan Moren asks: “Do
some of the new iPad features in iOS 11 seem…Mac-like?” His
compelling theme is the observation that if the iPad is going to
rival the Mac in terms of productivity and earn its enduring, rightful
place in our future, it has to steal some fundamental ideas from
macOS. See: “No need to reinvent the wheel with iOS 11.” [Editor
-On pages 34-35] For example:

After all, it’s been the iPad sales that have been declining, not the
Mac’s.
More Debris

Apple tried hard—and I do mean hard—to get rid of the file
system on iOS. The original model, of associating documents
with the apps that created them, certainly made a lot of sense
at first blush. But as people started using the iPad for more
complex tasks, that document model was quickly outgrown.
Now, with iOS 11, the Files app finally brings the hierarchical
file system of documents and folders to iOS.

For some, the most exciting announcement during the WWDC
keynote was the sneak peek at the iMac Pro, due in December.
This new Mac has all kinds of implications.

• It reaﬃrms Apple’s commitment to the Mac desktop.
• It shores up Apple’s standing with the creative and technical
professionals.

• It ushers in a new era of no-compromise, high performance
computing from Apple.

• It entices us to ponder what delightful things Apple have in
store for the next Mac Pro.

• It acknowledges that if Apple is going to be a leader in AI, AR
and VR, it needs a new class of computational hardware.

• It’s a fabulous Halo Mac to aspire to.
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with fewer features.”
These iMac Pros will be snapped up by universities, research labs,
technical corporations, the technical parts of federal governments,
movie studios, architects and so on.
As for the rest of us? We can dream once again.
Finally, I have time for just one more item. As you know, I’ve been
on Apple’s case for a long time to get on the 4K bandwagon with
Apple TV and build on its technology learning curve. There’s only
so far a company can fall behind and then catch up with respect
and credibility.
This article at Forbes gives me hope that we’ll finally see a 4K/
UHD/HDR 5th generation Apple TV for the holiday season later this
year. There just wasn’t time to discuss it in the WWDC keynote.
The angle? Think about the keynote discussion of H.265/HEVC
video encoding. Ready now? “New Apple Feature Secretly Hints
At Exciting Future For Apple TV.”

Astronomical drool-factor. A new Halo Mac, iMac Pro.
Two articles this week flesh out those notions. The first is by
Anthony Frausto-Robledo at Architosh. “Breaking the Jobsian
Quadrant: Why Apple Finally Made the iMac Pro.” He uses a term I
like: The technical design, engineering and science (TDES)
professionals. Quoting:

Considering the hardware fervor we saw in the WWDC keynote,
I’m certain now that the Apple TV will go 4K this year.

Our research and industry knowledge tells us that each TDES
industry segment consists of users with varied computer
performance requirements.

Joy.
______________________
Particle Debris is a generally a mix of John Martellaro’s
observations and opinions about a standout event or article of the
week (preamble on page one) followed on page two by a
discussion of articles that didn’t make the TMO headlines, the
technical news debris. The column is published most every Friday
except for holiday weekends.

There’s a nifty chart you should look at that characterizes the
spectrum of users. The implication is that Apple needs a
corresponding spectrum of Macs. Soon, we’ll have that—ranging
from Kaby Lake MacBook Pros to standard iMacs to the iMac Pro
and then on up to the next Mac Pro.
Next, we should consider the pricing of the announced iMac Pro. If
you think the starting point of US$4999 is reckless or out of touch,
consider two things. These Macs won’t be bought out of personal
funds. Rather, they’ll be purchased by pros for whom time is
money. And how does the pricing compare to the competition
anyway? AppleInsider does a great job of comparing the pricing to
the equivalent competition. See: “iMac Pro cost blows away
similar Lenovo workstation, DIY builders struggle to meet price
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Contributor at Macworld and has been writing about all things
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File it away
Apple tried hard—and I do mean hard—to get rid of the file system
on iOS. The original model, of associating documents with the
apps that created them, certainly made a lot of sense at first blush.
But as people started using the iPad for more complex tasks, that
document model was quickly outgrown. Now, with iOS 11, the
Files app finally brings the hierarchical file system of documents
and folders to iOS.

No Need To Reinvent The Wheel With iOS 11
By Dan Moren
Do some of the new iPad features in iOS 11 seem...Mac-like? Dan
Moren explains how that’s a good thing.

iOS 11 has a Files app that will give users access to the file system.

Way back in 2010, when the iPad first debuted, I called it the third
revolution of computing. It was an opportunity to start fresh,
without the 30 years of baggage of the personal computer—to
build a new device that was simple and easy to use, the same
thing the Mac tried to do back to the PC back in the '80s.
So it's more than a little amusing to me that, of the many features
announced for the iPad in iOS 11 this week, the most welcome
have ended up being the ones seemingly pulled from the very
devices the iPad was trying to leave behind.

Files and folders have been knocked in the past for being clumsy,
outdated, and—most significantly—complicated for users to
understand. But it turns out that over the last few decades, most
people have gotten pretty comfortable using files and folders. No,
not everybody develops complex hierarchies to logically store all
their files, but the basics are widely understood, and since files
and folders haven't been done away with, more and more people
are growing up with the concepts and internalizing them.

That's not to say that there isn't an iPad spin on these features—
it's not as though they've been lifted whole cloth from the Mac and
dragged and dropped onto the iPad. But it turns out that maybe,
just maybe, Apple got some of these things right the first time
around, and that the company didn't need to reinvent the wheel
when it came to the future of computing.

The Files app does put an iOS spin on the idea, not only
integrating your files from the iPad, but from other cloud sources
as well. And it does so while still tucking away some of the most
complicated and anxiety-inducing parts of the Mac's file system.
For example, you're not going to be poking around in system files
or folders, deleting preference files, or worrying about kernel
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own files—the ones you created, downloaded, and so on. But you
can still rearrange, organize, and open them in compatible apps 'til
your heart's content.
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Control and Spaces.
The new drag and drop feature is a Mac stalwart too. We've been
dragging and dropping files since 1984, and it's a little ridiculous
that it's taken this long for it to come to iOS. The iPad seems like a
far more natural place for that mechanic, too, thanks to its model
of direct manipulation. We've already been dragging and dropping
elements inside iPad apps—it's about time we be able to do so
between them as well.

A tisket, a (multitask)et
The ability to run more than one app at a time in the foreground
was a late addition to iOS—hard as it is to believe, it only
appeared in 2015's iOS 9. But not long after that feature was
welcomed with a sigh of relief, the dissatisfaction began to set in.
Why was that scrolling list of apps so clumsy? Why can't you
search for apps? How come you couldn't drag and drop between
two apps?

What goes around comes around
People have worried over the years that the Mac might become
increasingly iOS-ified as Apple focused its attentions on the
success of the iPhone, but iOS 11 makes it pretty clear that, if
anything, the company is headed in the other direction.
In that years-ago piece, I wrote:
But something strange happened last week when I sat down at
my MacBook after watching Steve Jobs unveil the iPad. I
looked at all those little inscrutable icons in my menubar and
saw them for what they were: hacks and shortcuts to “fix” the
way the computer worked. Surely there must be a better way.

iOS 11 adds more functionality to the Dock to make it more useful.

For me, the iPad's always fallen slightly short of finding that better
way, and I've ended up turning back to my reliable old Mac. I don't
think I'm alone, either: iPad sales have tapered noticeably over the
past few years. While iOS 11 may not single-handedly course
correct that dip, borrowing features from the Mac is a smart move
—after all, with more than three decades under its belt, it's clear
that Mac has staying power.

iOS 11 proposes to answer those questions, in many cases by
tapping back into the Mac. You can now quickly select apps to
add to multitasking by bringing up the Dock—and while the Dock
is hardly new to iOS, it's certainly never looked more Mac-like than
it does in iOS 11. Apps can appear as panes that sit on top of
another app, overlapping in much the same way as a window on
the Mac, you might think—and you would think totally correctly.
And the new multitasking interface borrows heavily from Mission

But the most important thing, which I believe Apple has
demonstrated here, is that it's still trying to find that better way of
computing. It's not pulling features in willy-nilly; it's being judicious
about its application of these old computing paradigms. That
makes this a revolution that's not merely about upheaval but about
taking some of those old, tried and true methods and making them
new again—instead of reinventing the wheel, you just give it a
spin.
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Apple posted the following article to apple.com.
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and the kind of port you need on your other Mac.

Use Your iMac As A Display With Target Display Mode

Target Display Mode lets you use the built-in display on a
supported iMac as an external display for another Mac.

iMac (Retina 5K, 27-inch, Late 2014) and later iMac models can't
be used as Target Display Mode displays.
Use Target Display Mode
Follow these steps to start using your iMac as a display:
1. Make sure that your iMac is turned on, and the other Mac is
logged in to a macOS user account.
2. Connect the Mini DisplayPort or Thunderbolt cable between the
two computers.

To use your iMac as a display in Target Display Mode, connect it to
another Mac using the correct cable (see System Requirements
below). Then press Command-F2 on the keyboard connected to
your iMac. When you're done, press Command-F2 again.

3. Press Command-F2 on the keyboard of the iMac that you want
to use as a display.

System Requirements

After you press Command-F2, your iMac displays the desktop
from the connected Mac.

You need the following to use Target Display Mode:

If Command-F2 doesn't work

• A Mac notebook or desktop with a Mini DisplayPort or
Thunderbolt port. If your Mac has Thunderbolt 3 (USB-C)
ports, you can connect it using the Apple Thunderbolt 3
(USB-C) to Thunderbolt 2 Adapter.

If your iMac doesn't switch to Target Display Mode when you
press Command-F2, check these things:
• Make sure that the iMac you're trying to use as a display
supports Target Display Mode.

• A Thunderbolt cable or a Mini DisplayPort to Mini DisplayPort
cable

• Target Display Mode works only when your primary Mac is
logged in to a macOS user account. For example, if your first
Mac is at the FileVault login screen, pressing Command-F2 on
your iMac does not enable Target Display Mode. You must first
log in to your Mac (using a regular display, if necessary) before

• A supported iMac with OS X v10.6.1 or later
See the list below for iMac models that support Target Display
Mode, the type of cable you need to connect that model of iMac,
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To hear audio from a connected Mac using the built-in speakers of
your iMac, select the iMac from

• Make sure that you're pressing Command-F2 on the keyboard
that's connected to the iMac you want to use as a display.

the Sound pane of System Preferences. You can also use the
sound and media keys on the keyboard of the connected Mac to
adjust volume and control playback of iTunes and other media.

• In Keyboard System Preferences, if the checkbox is enabled for
"Use all F1, F2, etc. keys as standard function keys," the key
combination changes to Command-Fn-F2.

Connect more than one display

• Make sure that your Mini DisplayPort or Thunderbolt cable is
connected to both computers.

You can use multiple iMac computers as displays as long as each
iMac is directly connected to a Thunderbolt port on your computer
using a ThunderBolt cable. Each iMac you connect as a display
counts towards the maximum number of simultaneously
connected displays that your Mac supports.

• If you're currently logged in on the iMac you want to use as a
display, try logging out to return to the login window. Then press
Command-F2 again.

Avoid trying to connect (chain) iMac computers that are in Target
Display Mode to each other. Each iMac in Target Display Mode
should be connected directly to a Mini DisplayPort or ThunderBolt
port directly on the Mac where you want to use it as a display.

• Some older Apple keyboards and third-party keyboards might
not allow Command-F2 to toggle display modes. If this happens,
use the keyboard that came with your iMac to toggle Target
Display Mode on and oﬀ.

Use apps on your iMac

• If your iMac is currently started up in Windows, it won't enter
Target Display Mode. Target Display Mode isn't supported in
Boot Camp.

Any apps that are open on your iMac remain open and active while
your iMac is in Target Display Mode. For example, if you begin
playing music in iTunes on your iMac and then activate Target
Display Mode, iTunes doesn't pause on your iMac.

Exit Target Display Mode
To leave Target Display Mode, press Command-F2 on the iMac
keyboard again. Your iMac also exits Target Display Mode if you
disconnect the cable that connects the two computers, or if you
shut down or sleep either computer.

If you've set your iMac to automatically log out, apps are paused
or closed when this happens but your iMac remains in Target
Display Mode.
Connect devices to your Mac

If the connected Mac goes into sleep mode, the iMac screen turns
oﬀ until you wake the other computer, or until you take your iMac
out of Target Display Mode.

A Mac that's connected to an iMac in Target Display Mode can't
use the iMac computer's built-in camera, its USB, ThunderBolt, or
FireWire ports, or devices connected to those ports. To use
external devices with your Mac, connect these devices directly to
the Mac that you want to use them with.

Display options
You can control the brightness of your iMac display while it's in
Target Display Mode from a connected Mac. Use the Displays
pane of System Preferences on the connected Mac, or use the
brightness keys on the keyboard of the connected Mac.
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Roman Loyola posted the following article to macworld.com on
June 15, 2017. tinyurl.com/yagaqamy. © IDG Consumer & SMB. A
Senior Editor, Macworld, he has covered technology since the
early 1990s.

between the two comes down to the amount of file storage you
get. Otherwise, the two models are identical.

Macbook Pro Vs. Macbook Vs. Macbook Air: Which
Should You Buy?

What are the MacBook Air specifications? Both MacBook Air
models have the following:

What are the prices for the MacBook Air? $999 and $1,199.

1.8GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor (Broadwell)
8GB of 1600MHz LPDDR3 memory
Intel HD Graphics 6000
13.3-inch LED-backlit glossy widescreen display with a 1440 x
900 resolution
• Two USB 3 ports
• One Thunderbolt 2 port SDXC card reader Weighs 2.96 pounds
•
•
•
•

Apple oﬀers a wide variety of laptops. Here’s what you need to
know to pick the right one.

By Roman Loyola
Table of Contents
• The aﬀordable choice: MacBook Air
• The lightweight choice: MacBook
• The choice for heavy-duty workloads: MacBook Pro

The $999 MacBook Air has a 128GB SSD for file storage. The
$1,199 model has a 256GB SSD.

Apple released new Mac laptops at its recent Worldwide
Developers Conference and you’d be right in thinking that this is a
really good time to buy one. So you head over to your local Apple
store, or you peruse the pages of Apple’s website, and you find
yourself with money to spend but no idea on which MacBook to
buy.

What is it good for? The MacBook Air doesn’t use Intel’s latest
processor, but it’s powerful enough to handle typical tasks, like
internet access, writing, spreadsheets, presentations, and other
productivity-related jobs.
It also has enough processing punch for using Apple Photos to
edit and manage your pictures, or to create short YouTube videos
in iMovie. The MacBook Air doesn’t have a high-resolution screen,
though, so images on screen won’t look as sharp as they would on
a MacBook or MacBook Pro.

Don’t worry! That’s why we’re here. In this guide, we’ll go over
Apple’s current MacBook lineup, point out their diﬀerences and
similarities, and provide you with the information you need to pick
the right MacBook for you.

Macworld’s buying advice: Budget-conscious buyers will like the
MacBook Air’s $999 price. You’ll make a several compromises, but
the MacBook Air is a capable laptop for your everyday work—and
it won’t take up a lot of room in your bag.

The aﬀordable choice: MacBook Air
Longtime Mac users may remember when the MacBook Air made
its debut nine years ago as Apple’s entry into the ultra-portable
laptop market. But times have changed, and starting in 2015, the
MacBook was repositioned as Apple’s aﬀordable laptop.

The lightweight choice: MacBook
Apple’s MacBook is designed for the person who is always on-thego and needs a laptop that won’t leave you with an aching back at

How many models can I choose from? Apple oﬀers two
standard configuration MacBook Air models. The diﬀerence
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the end of the day. It’s also Apple’s smallest laptop, able to fit in
most backpacks, briefcases, satchels, and bags.
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The choice for heavy-duty workloads: MacBook Pro
The MacBook Pro is Apple’s top-of-the-line laptop. If you want a
laptop that can handle any task you throw at it—and you don’t
have a constraining budget—the MacBook Pro is the laptop you
want.

How many models can I choose from? Apple has two standard
configurations of the MacBook. Pay more money, and you’ll get a
slightly faster processor and more file storage space. Also, all
MacBooks are available in Silver, Space Gray, Gold, or Rose Gold.

How many models can I choose from? Apple oﬀers seven
standard configuration laptops: four 13-inch models, and three 15inch versions. Each model (except for the $1,999 15-inch
MacBook Pro) is available is Silver or Space Gray.

What are the prices for the MacBook? $1,299 and $1,599.
What are the MacBook specifications? Here are the specifics on
each model:

What are the prices for the MacBook Pro? The 13-inch models
go for $1,299, $1,499. $1,799, and $1,999. The 15-inch models are
$1,999, $2,399 and $2,799.

$1,299: 1.2GHz dual-core Intel Core m3 processor (Kaby Lake),
256GB SSD storage
$1,399: 1.3GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor (Kaby Lake),
512GB SSD storage

What are the MacBook Pro specifications? Here are the
specifics on each model. We’ll start with the 13-inch laptops and
then list the 15-inch ones.

Both MacBook configurations above have the following:

There are two 13-inch MacBook Pro models that do not have the
Touch Bar. The diﬀerence between these two models is the SSD.

• 8GB 1866MHz LPDDR3 memory
• Intel HD Graphics 615
• 12-inch LED-backlit display with 2304-by-1440 resolution one
USB-C port
• Weighs 2.03 pounds

$1,299: 128GB SSD storage
$1,499: 256GB SSD storage
Both of the 13-inch MacBook Pro without Touch Bar laptops have
the following:

What is it good for? Since the MacBook is designed with
portability in mind, it doesn’t have a fast processor. Its
performance is a bit faster than the MacBook Air, but it lags behind
the 13-inch MacBook Pro.

2.3GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor (Kaby Lake)
8GB 2133MHz LPDDR3 memory
integrated Intel Iris Plus Graphics 640
13.3-inch LED-backlit display with a 2560-by-1600 native
resolution Two Thunderbolt 3 ports
• Weighs 3.02 pounds
•
•
•
•

That said, the MacBook has no problems handling everyday
productivity tasks, as well as some basic video editing in iMovie,
Keynote presentations, and image editing and photo management
in the Photos app.
Macworld’s buying advice: If you’re road warrior making
presentations to clients and groups, or working at remote
locations, the MacBook is capable of handling your workload. And
you’ll barely notice it in your bag—your back will thank you.

Besides having a Touch Bar, Apple oﬀers two 13-inch MacBook
Pro models that have a few diﬀerent features than the models
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without a Touch Bar. These Touch Bar laptops have faster
processors, faster graphics, and four Thunderbolt 3 ports.

released in 2015. It has older components, but it still has a good
amount of processing oomph. Here’s what you get for $1,999:

The diﬀerence between the two 13-inch Touch Bar models
themselves is the SSD.

• 2.2GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 processor (Haswell) 16GB
1600MHz memory
• 256GB SSD storage
• Intel Iris Pro Graphics (integrated)
• 15.4-inch LED-backlit display with a 2880-by-1800 native
resolution Two Thunderbolt 2 ports
• Two USB 3 ports
• HDMI port
• SDXC card slot 4.49 pounds

$1,799: 256GB SSD storage
$1,999: 512GB SSD storage
Both of the 13-inch MacBook Pro with Touch Bar laptops have the
following:
3.1GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor (Kaby Lake)
8GB 2133MHz LPDDR3 memory
integrated Intel Iris Plus Graphics 650
13.3-inch LED-backlit display with a 2560-by-1600 native
resolution Four Thunderbolt 3 ports
• Weighs 3.02 pounds
•
•
•
•

What is it good for? If you have a heavy workload, the MacBook
Pro has the power to handle it, no sweat. Video production,
graphics and animation, serious data crunching—you name it, the
MacBook Pro is built for it. The MacBook Pro isn’t as powerful as
a desktop computer, but it is strong enough to serve as your only
computer.

Apple sells two standard configuration models of the 15-inch
MacBook Pro. Here are the diﬀerences between the two models.

All this processing prowess comes at a price—the MacBook Pro is
Apple’s priciest laptop. And it’s also its heaviest, with the 15-inch
models pushing past 4 pounds. That may not sound like a lot, but
imagine yourself on the road, meeting with people, working
remotely. The weight wears on you as the day goes on.

$2,399: 2.8GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 processor (Kaby Lake),
256GB SSD storage, 2GB Radeon Pro 555 discrete graphics
$2,799: 2.9GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 processor (Kaby Lake),
512GB SSD storage, 4GB Radeon Pro 560 discrete graphics

Macworld’s buying advice: Picking a MacBook Pro is a little
complicated, not just because of the size diﬀerences, but the
diﬀerences between the features oﬀered within each size category.

All of the 15-inch MacBook Pro models include:
• 16GB 2133MHz LPDDR3 memory
• integrated Intel HD Graphics 630
• 15.4-inch LED-backlit display with a 2880-by-1800 native
resolution Four Thunderbolt 3 port
• Weighs 4.02 pounds

If you want power on a budget, consider the $1,799 13-inch
MacBook Pro with Touch Bar. It’s a good combination of speed
and price. The 256GB SSD is the major compromise you’re
making here. If you plan to do a lot of creative work that results in
large files, the SSD could fill up quickly.

Apple sells a laptop that’s fills the need for a more-aﬀordable 15inch MacBook Pro. However, this model isn’t new—it was initially

The 15-inch $2,799 MacBook Pro with Touch Bar is the laptop with
all the bells and whistles. It’s the one for the most demanding
users, who will like the hefty discrete graphics card.
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If you really need to keep the price down, consider the $1,499 13inch MacBook Pro without the Touch Bar. The 128GB SSD in the
$1,299 version is probably too small and most people will fill it up
quickly, which is why you should think about the $1,499 model,
which has a 256GB SSD. Plus, while the Touch Bar is neat, we
wouldn’t consider it a must-have feature. Your milage with it may
vary.
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know how to collect the information, how to store it, and how to
present it.
One way is with a family tree application. These tools (available
for Windows, macOS, and Linux, plus the cross-platform
Gramps) typically offer a database that is organized in the family
tree style, making it simple for you to organize your ancestors. But
these tools are rarely cheap, and when they’re free, they don’t
typically offer any extra features.

The $1,999 15-inch MacBook Pro may seem like an odd choice.
And while it has a slower processor, it has other features that
aren’t found in the other MacBook Pro models: USB 3 ports, and
HDMI port, and an SDXC card slot.

Research Your Family Tree Online Research Your Family Tree
Online Various specialist software tools are available to help you to
map your family tree and there are websites available that can help
you out with everything from census results to finding graves. Read
More

Which reminds me: Because the new MacBook Pros rely on
Thunderbolt 3, you’re going to need to stock up of adapters to
connect items like an external display, hard drive, and more. We
have a MacBook Pro Thunderbolt 3 adapter guide to help you find
the ones you need.Christian Cawley posted the following article to
makeuseof.com on May 31, 2017.tinyurl.com/ycrctqyk. ©
MakeUseOf. He is MakeUseOf's Security and Linux editor, a
regular contributor to many print publications, and a technology
correspondent on radio and in the press.

The alternative is to make good use of the free options that are
available to you, such as the browser-based Geni.
If you go the free way, why not tap into Google? It offers various
tools that you can use, from search to documents, and beyond.

Get Started: Prepare for Data
While compiling your family tree, you’re going to get a lot of data to
sift through. Whether this is dates and places of births and deaths,
or stories, you’ll first need a way to collect it.

Christian Cawley posted the following article to makeuseof.com on
May 31, 2017. tinyurl.com/ycrctqyk © MakeUseOf. He is
MakeUseOf's Security and Linux editor, a contributor to many print
publications, and a radio & press technology correspondent.

I started my own family tree in about 1990 using a notebook and
ballpoint pen. Dates and names, stories, details, and facts, were all
jotted down in that pad on and off for five years, while the results
were painstakingly written out, first in pencil, then in pen, on the
plain side of a piece of disused wallpaper.

Knowing These Google Tricks Will Make Your
Genealogy Research Easy

Collecting data is hard work. Fortunately, you can make it easier.
And you don’t have to store your database on the back of some
wood chip!

By Christian Cawley
Tracing your family tree can be an amazing experience. You’ll
uncover grand old stories, funny family rumors, and revelations of
connections to wealth or tragedy. But to get there, you need to

The bare bones of a family tree are names and dates. Following
this come the stories, the facts, the events, and the sayings. People
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often say the same things over and over, intentionally or otherwise.
These quotes are important in building an idea of the person.
How can you use a Google tool to collect this information? Let’s
find out.

Use Forms for Facts and Stories
We’ll assume you’re not researching your ancestry single-handed.
Perhaps you have an elderly relative you can contact for help. The
thing is, whoever you speak to may have difficulty remembering at
the time you’re chatting.
One way around this is to send over a form that they can fill in
when memories strike. You can create an easy-to-email form using
Google Docs.
Begin by signing into your Google account, then go to
drive.google.com. Here, click New > More > Google Forms >
Blank Form. Give the form a title. I used “Family Memories” as I
felt anything more formal (such as “Family Tree Questionnaire”)
might seem too formal and create unnecessary barriers to
engagement. You might like to add an encouraging description, too.

Next, use the first default field and change its type from Multiple
choice to Short answer. Give it a title, then click the + symbol on
the right to add more. I used a form based on this:
•

Your name.

•

Who you’re remembering.

•

Event you’re remembering.

•

Your memories.

Each of these had a Short answer space, except for the final
question, which used the Paragraph option. This gives the
respondent more space to contribute.
Once you’re happy, click Send. You’ll then be able to select one or
more people to email the form to. Add their email addresses, and
click Send once more. You’ll see a notification when their
responses are sent. This will appear in the Responses screen of
the form.
Using a Google form for family tree research is that easy!
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Other Google Drive Tricks
It’s not just the Google Forms tool that you can use. Google
Sheets, for instance, can be used to illustrate your family tree. This
is a good way to get started, especially if you don’t have the funds
for a family tree database application, or are unsure which one to
use.

In short, Google Drive gives you a great starting point for managing
your family tree.

Use Google Search to Find Family History
You know all about Google’s strength as a search engine. So, it
should come as no surprise for you to learn that it can be used
to research your family history.

Meanwhile, you can use your Google Drive storage to retain copies
of any documents you find to photograph or scan. These will then
be available in a pinch for you to refer to. Google Drive, synced to
your PC, is simple to organize.

However: Google cannot help when it comes to data stored behind
paywalls. If you need to access facts and figures stored at
ancestry.com, then you’ll need to sign up for a free trial or one of
their paid subscription plans.

Pro Tip: Make sure you keep a rigorous approach to naming
folders and establishing directory structures. This will make it easy
to find data that you’ve saved.

But Google can be used for other information. Newspaper reports,
for instance, share considerable information, from business
advertisements to probate notices. If these are indexed by Google,
you’ll find them. Details about surnames and their etymology is also
worth searching on Google.

For instance, create a directory for both sides of your family tree.
Within these, create directories for individuals, based either on
name, sex, or the century they were born. Once you have created
individual folders for your ancestors, create additional folders. You
might have one for photos, another for BMD certificates (that’s
birth, marriage, and death), one for newspaper reports, etc.

Other Google Searches might return useful images of people and
places, details from the Google News archive of digitized
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allintitle: "Stangoe, Donald"

newspapers, and information compiled in book form via Google
Books.

Meanwhile, the text of the document can be searched with
allintext:

Pro Tip: You have other family members. You may have a few
you’ve never met. If they have recorded their family tree, there is a
chance that it has been published in some form. In this case,
Google will find it.

allintext: "Jefferson, John"
Simple!

10 Google Search Tips for Family Tree Research

3. Use Date Ranges
Google features a date-based search function, allowing you to
narrow down to a particular range of years. This is perhaps the best
Google search tip a genealogist might have at their disposal. To do
this, specify the first and last years of the range, separated by two
ellipses:

If you already know how to use Google Search effectively, you
should be able to get to grips with these tips and tricks easily. It’s all
about making sure the right search terms are used.
For instance, remember that everything you type into the search
box will be searched. Google silently adds “AND” between every
search term — for instance, “make AND use AND of”. You can get
around this using quotation marks around a search term:
“makeuseof”.

"Martingell, Elizabeth" 1840..1855
Results will display entries from all dates in the range, inclusive of
the two stated dates.

1. Get Site-Specific Results
Non-paywalled websites can be searched using Google with the
site:SITEURL command. For instance:

4. Specify a Year
Another way to use dates is to specify a year in the search term
that is relevant to the ancestor in question. For instance, you might
try one of the BMD dates.

site:familysearch.org "stangoe, donald"

"Thompson, Hannah" 1887

This will search the specified site for results corresponding to the
name “Donald Stangoe”. See our guide to getting the most out of
Google search for further tips. 8 Google Search Tips To Keep
Handy At All Times 8 Google Search Tips To Keep Handy At All
Times Figures don't lie, and the figures suggest that the majority of
Internet users choose Google over the rest of the competition. With
that in mind it's important to make sure all of those Google users..
Read More

The intention is that this will display information about the
individual’s birth, or from around the time of it.
5. Introduce Locations
Similarly, you can add a location to your search, in a similar way:
"Thompson, Hannah" 1887 Ferryhill
Such a search would aim to find information on Hannah Thompson
in the year of her birth, in the town of Ferryhill, in Country Durham,
United Kingdom.

2. Search for Page Titles
Has that distant relative made individual page titles for your
ancestors? Have they created detailed biographies? You can check
this with a different Google search, that uses the allintitle
command.

6. See Your Ancestor’s Home!
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8. Use Google Image Search

Once you’ve found as much as you can using search terms, it’s
time to use Google in more straightforward ways. For instance,
after finding some information about an ancestor, you might have
been given a clue as to where they were born.

While it is unlikely that you’ll find a long-lost photo of a mysterious
great-grandfather, Google Image search can nevertheless prove
useful. It can be used to examine remote locations, for instance, or
get an idea of the clothes your forefathers might have worn.

What better than to take a trip out and look at the property?

Google Image search is also useful for finding images with text in
them. This means that there is a chance that a scanned BMD
certificate might show up using image search.

The problem, of course, is that it might be inaccessible. It might
also be a long drive, or even a flight, away. One sensible option is
to use Google Maps to search for the address, then use Street
View to view the building.

9. Cancel Irrelevant Results

7. Revive Dead Sites
Often when searching for family tree data, you’ll encounter
websites that are offline. The best thing you can do here is to view

It’s difficult to get the results you’re looking for. Often, you’ll find a
lot of interference; results that are nothing to do with the person or
family you’re researching. In these situations, you simply need to
re-run the search, this time “subtracting” the erroneous results.
You do this by spotting the common element. For instance, you
might find a lot of results for an ancestor born in Edinburgh,
Scotland that point to them being born in Birmingham, Alabama.
The easy way around this is to simply add…
-birmingham
…to the search request. The results will filter out anything that
mentions Birmingham.
10. Customized Search Forms
To get some real detail from your Google Search, the best thing
you can do is construct a long search query. This is done using the
AND and OR operators. But it can be time consuming and prone to
error.

an archive of the site. Click back in your browser window, and in
the Google search results, click the green arrow under the name of
the website.

Instead, you can try a customized search, such as this one at
genealogy-search-help.com. Simply add in as much of the
required information as you can, and click the button. The search
term will be constructed, ready for you to use it and collect your
results!

All you need to do is click Cached and wait for the page to load.
Any problems, head to Archive.org and try your luck there.
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First, head to www.familytreetemplates.net, where you’ll find a
collection of templates compatible with Google Docs.
Next, think back to the idea of using Excel as a rough outline for
your family tree. Then take a look at this Google Sheets template
that you can use to chart your ancestry back three generations.
Finally check the templates linked to by Cyndi’s List. You’ll find
over 200 useful templates, many of which can be opened in Google
Docs.
In fact, you should have Cyndi’s List bookmarked regardless. It’s
truly one of the best genealogy resources on the web, although
there are many others! Top 10 Free Genealogy Websites to
Find Ancestors Top 10 Free Genealogy Websites to Find Ancestors
Without exaggerating, there are thousands of genealogy websites
out there. Read More

Don’t Forget Google Alerts!
One other thing to consider is Google Alerts. Once set up, this can
be used to send links to your inbox whenever a search term you’ve
been looking for is found. Typically, this means a website has
published information relevant to the term.

Find Out Who You Really Are With Google
Google already knows everything about you, so it’s time to use
the search engine to find out more about the people you’re
descended from. That so many tools and tricks are on offer that can
be used to start and enhance your family tree is impressive. But
that they’re all free to use… well, that’s just amazing.

Our guide to Google Alerts will show you how to set it up. But what
search terms should you use?
I would recommend using a search term that relates to a pairing in
your family tree, and the location the people lived. For instance, I’ve
created an alert for two of my great-grandparents in Whitby, North
Yorkshire.
When anything is found by Google, the Google Alert will forward
the corresponding link.
Putting It All Together in a Tree
The final aim of researching your family tree is to be able to present
it visually. For this to be successful — and effective — you’ll need
to find a suitable template that you can load up in a word processor.
Google Docs is a good example!
Where can you find useful templates for your family tree online?
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misuses and hasty adoption of unproven technology through
prosecutors, judges, juries, procedures for expert witness
qualification and reliability of evidence, and media reporting (which
exposes these issues for public debate). In contrast, the increasing
use of AI in law enforcement to predict and prevent crime does not
have many of these safeguards.

AI and Humans
By Kathy Garges
Deputized

Researchers at the University of Maryland recently conducted a
study to learn how emails might reveal deception. They analyzed
over 59,000 emails written by people who admitted to keeping
important secrets, and found that deceivers tend to increase the
frequency of their communications with those they are trying to
deceive. In emails to friends who are in on the secret, deceivers
use more words related to causation and negative emotion.

In the days of the Wild West, the sheriﬀ could call on citizens to
help nab bank robbers, cattle rustlers, and other bad guys. The
sheriﬀ would “call out the posse” and deputize them as temporary
law enforcement. In the television and film versions, the sheriﬀ and
posse would dramatically leap on their trusty horses and ride out
through the sagebrush into the hills and canyons to chase down
criminals.

Although this research tends to confirm earlier studies that show
liars are not very good at mimicking styles of truthful
communication, it is based on a small sample of only 61 selfconfessed deceivers. Studies like this can help us understand and
detect immoral and criminal behavior in theory. But in practice they
could be misused to cast a wide net of data mining that could
ensnare just about anyone, since most people keep secrets of one
kind or another, including minor, legal secrets.

Today, artificial intelligence is playing an increasing role in assisting
law enforcement. Like a human posse, an AI posse can be
controversial. “Posse” comes from a Latin phrase that means the
power of the county or local community. This power can be
misused by overzealous vigilantes, bigots, or tramplers of civil
liberties.
The primary use of AI in law enforcement has been in forensics. As
AI advances, there is an opportunity for innovations in gathering
and interpreting “material evidence” such as fingerprints, ballistics,
and DNA samples.

Of immediate concern is the rapid adoption of AI software by local
police departments to predict crime. These AI programs use
statistical analysis of historical and recent crime data and
mathematical models to look for patterns. The AI programs predict
where crimes are likely to occur and even identify specific people
to watch, and are used to increase police focus and presence.
Input data can include correlations with locations (such as bars or
bus stops), time of day, and weather, among other details.

Scientists and engineers at the University of Technology Sydney
and the University of Santa Cruz do Sul in Brazil recently designed
a robotic knife-stabbing arm to analyze fabric damage. The
pneumatic arm can wield many kinds of knives against many kinds
of fabric, and stab with varying force at more than 60 diﬀerent
angles. The invention simplifies and standardizes the process of
analyzing knife crimes.

Preventing crime sounds great, right? But the use of AI to predict
crime is fraught with problems. The programs are protected
intellectual property of commercial companies and so their
algorithms are not subject to public review for accuracy, let alone
for racial or other bias. Reports of successful prediction and crime
reduction are hotly disputed.

Using AI in forensics tends to improve expertise and scientific
accuracy in law enforcement. The judicial system limits possible
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There is a long list of issues raised by independent studies and by
the American Civil Liberties Union and other watchdogs. These
include the lack of scientific proof that the data used is correlated
with crime causation and prevention, that the predictions tend to
make innocent behavior seem suspicious (most people at bars,
jazz clubs, and sports events are innocent of any crime), that
reliance on these programs is self-fulfilling (causing lack of
attention to crime in other locations and oﬀ-street crime), and that
historical crime data is notoriously inaccurate and arguably racially
biased. Critics urge further scientific study and the separation of
prediction systems from local police departments, among other
recommendations.
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The email study and the controversy over using AI for predictive
policing raise the specter of “thought police,” frighteningly familiar
to us from science fiction like George Orwell’s novel 1984, and the
2002 film Minority Report (starring Tom Cruise, directed by Steven
Spielberg). These concerns, including invasion of privacy, are part
of the broader problem of “data ethics” arising from the use of
large amounts of data in AI programs. (Read future columns for
more about data ethics.)
A less controversial use of AI in law enforcement is to catch
criminals red-handed. One example is the use of robotic decoys to
catch wildlife poachers. Law enforcement oﬃcers can deploy
remote-controlled animal robots (deer, bear, pig, elk, turkey,
squirrel) that move in lifelike ways. In the state of Minnesota, it is
expressly illegal to shoot at a big game robot decoy. An obvious AI
upgrade would be to make the trusty robot decoys autonomous.
Then a 14-point whitetail buck robot could just pull out its deputy
badge and nab the bad guy on the spot
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